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The meeting will be held in the
YAARC Dance
economics department seminar
.., ThE\ Youth .Albuquerque Asliio(\i- . room; Mesa .:Vista Hllll 2-122, 10:3()
ation for Retarded Chi 1 d r en
;(YAARC), with the.UNM Associ- -~·~~n Mozes, o:f'Kaiser Engin~
ted Students, will spqnsor ..a ..eers, Kaiser Q'~p~et, 'Oit~~IJ,il.d, Cali.:
dance at the·Newinan 'Qente:i'"ol'f ·· fornia will speak.· • • . "· · ·
~aturday, March 15, from 8 to 11
'
· ·• '"' ·
• ·

a

P.m.
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Deb·ate ,~rl!crm.:" · ·

~

The bands playing 'fdr the aance
The University. of New· Mexlco:
~ill be the Hooterville Trolly and
debate team re~'ently attended the
Desert Invit11t!<,m~LPebat~ Tour;;
the Verticle Journey.
~ Admission is one dollar per per- nament in Tucsonr :Arizona. ·
·
~on and' half tne proceeds
go
Ali the tournament, rei:iresented
to a fund for reta~:ded children by more than 60 colleges and uni.:
'lind •the other half will go to Casa versities, the seni(!:r; te;:~m of Wally
;;<\ngelica, a home for severely re- Melendres and Nick Noe.ding comtarded cnildren. · · ·
. • ·
piled a 4-2 record in debate and
YAARC . is· an assodation of ".reached the elimination . rounds.
young men and woroen majo:c,ing Melendres and No'eaing also ·comin special educatfti:tl 'w]1d~: are peted in extemporaneous speaking
working with retarded ;children. at the tournament.

will

~·

~ngi.neering Job

. ..

SD.S Speaker

" Engmeenng graduates l!lay n~w ...... ·Glaude ·Lightfoot, a member of
,apply for a new class of JOb w1th the U.S. Communist Party, will
~he New M!JXif!C? ";Eli~h:vay J!.e- ·. spealt at <ln~sos· 1neeting tonight
partment.
at 7 p.m. in the Union theater.
~. The job is entitled Junior En- . ·The subject of ·his talk is "The
'gineer and replaces the former · Psychological'Revolution in Black
Engineer in Training. The. ,sa)a.ry, , America."
. Lightfoot. is author 9f the book,
.l,'ange i~ $7.20-$860 per mo~th..
Apphcat10ns may be obtamed Ghetto Rebellion to Black Libera:at the Placement Office.
tion.
Economics Seminar
The talk is open to students and
"The Economics of Water Re- ractilty. Admission'is free.
sources Development In Israel"
Election Winners
will be tlie topic of a discussion at.
The Board of Directors of the
a meeting of the economics de- Business Administration Student
partment seminar, Thursday, Association (BASA) held elecMarch 13.
tions for two open board positions
yesterday. Joe Lunardon and Ken
Perry, both members of Delta
Sigma Pi, the professional business fraternity on campus, were
CLASSIFIED the
victors.

WANT ADS

ADVERTISING
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RATES: 7o per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40) per time run. 1f nd is to
run five or more consecutive daya with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word ad the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: :PaYment muat be made ·in
full prior to Insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
150, afternoons prelern.b]y or mail.
CI:>.Soifled Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
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Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN
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Tumday, March 11
.,..,
Piano.- Recital; Patrick Rhoads, "Concerto
..in D Minor" by Bach, usonata No. 3 by
Delio J oio; 8:15 p.m.; Recital Hall.
SDS meeting; Claude Lightfoot (U.S.
CommWlist Party) speaking on ''Psychological Revolution in. Blac~ America;" Union
theater: 7 p,m.
The play~ ~'You Know I Cnn•t Hear You
When The Water's .Running;" Imogene
Coco ~nd . King Donovan; Pope.ioy Hall;
8:15 p.m. Tickets are $5.50, $5.00, $4.50,
$4.00, and $3.50.
State Senate Corporation Committee
bearings on new drug legislation; 1:30 p.m.;
state capitol building in Santa Fe. All •~con..
cerned students" invited to attend.
Wednesday, March 12
"Man About Campus" interview with
Tom .Tones, ForuDJ: KUNM; 2:40 p.m. and
9:40 p.m.
Thursday, March 13
UNM Graduate Student Colloquium; Combinational Graph Theory; 3 :30; Mitchell
Hall 211.
Economics department seminnr: "The
Economics of Water Resources Development in Israel"; Mesa Vista Hall 2122;
10:30 a.m.
·
Friday, March 14
Tickets go on sale for drama. department's
"Volpone;" Rodey theatre box office (open
2:30-5:30).
uMnn About Campus" interview with
Leslie Hunter, PEMM; KUNM; 2:40 p.m.
and 9 :40 p.m.
"The New Folk" singing group performance; 8:15 p.m.; Popejoy Hall: tickets
$1 lor students.
Saturday, March 15
Dance sponsored by Youth Albuquerque
Association for Retarded Children; bands
Hooterville Trolicy and Verticlc Journey;
Newman Centerj 8-11 p.m.j $1.
Monday, Mnrch 17
Benefit Recitnl; cellists; Recital Hall; 8 :15
p.m.; adults $1, students free or contribution.
4
' Confrontation 1969" lecture series:
Clinton Adams; "The Artist nnd the Viewer: The Tradition of Change;" art museum:
8 p.m.
~·Man About Campus" interview with
Dob Matthews; Lutheran Student Association; KUNM, 2:40p.m. and 8:40p.m.
Tuesday, March 18
Pertormo.nce by George Robert, pianist,
and Mauricio Fuks, violinist; 8:15 p.m.:
Recital Hall; students admitted free.
Wednesday, March 19
'~Ma.n About Campus" interview with
Paul McSherry; Mesa Vista Hall; KUNM;
2 :40 p.m. !Uid 8 :40 p.m.
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XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum

Lobby-Simms Building Downtown, Ath &

Go~d

Vol. 72

HaH

Popejoy
presents

IMOGENE
"A SMASH
HIT"
-life Mag.

COCA

"ENCHANTING"
-thap111an, N. Y. news

1 "lR£ B£Sl"

\ -:fl•dol, world Jrt.lrib.
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Laundry

~

3404 Constitution N.E.
Near Carlisle
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Study & Wash
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Change Available
~
~
At All Times
~
17
8
~ New Washers
Dryers
j Open 24- Hours ! ~
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KATIE

MITC+IELL +fEFLIN

LOST & FOUND-•••.•••• A• OJ ···~
ltEWARD $20.00 lost brown & white bas·
set lnix 5 mo. old fElllnle doge, 842·1319.
REWARD OFFERED-Year old CallieSheperd cross near UNM. Black & gold
male. Call 243·7585 or 877-6581.
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S~ERMAN

LLOVD

Benefit A.A.U.W. Scholarship Fund
Tonight, March 11-8:15 P.M.
Adm. 5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50
UNM Students wjAct Cards-Y2 Price
Tel. 277-3121

Putting you first, keeps us first.

Wednesday, March 12, 1969

By ART THOMAS
The UNM Facu1ty last night
gave approval to a proposal
granting faculty status to University librarians. The meeting
had two novel features-it was
held in the Kiva and students
were allowed to attend the entire
meeting.
·
Student Affairs Committee
chairman Tony Bull had been invited to head a small delegation
of student observers for discussion of two items on the agenda,
an amendment to the Constitution
of the Associated Students and a
consideration of the no-smoking
regulation. But he rose to request
permission to also attend the
faculty's discussion of several
other items on the agenda. Mter
some debate, the students were
invited to stay for whatever interested them.
Sponsored by Cottrell
Marion Cottrel, associate professor of civil engineering, sponsored a proposal that would give
faculty status to the University's
librarians. He said that the library is the heart of the University, and a greater team effort
between librarians and researchers with superior results would
come from having professional
librarians on equal status with
faculty members.
Cottrell said research on all
levels would be greatly improved
when librarians are given facu1ty
positions, since they wou1d then
have the same responsibilities of
publication, research, and improvement in their field as other

mu cr ueuttlltt

SERVICES

TYPING done in my home. All work
gtl:ll'anteed. Close to Univenlity. 265-4990.
WE BEAT DEAD LIONS I We also beat
dead lines. Typing in 5 colors and 5 type
•tl'les; plus technical, French, and math·
ematical symbols; plus CDC and IDM
optical scanning type otl'Jes. Call TnlenType: 842·8014, evenings.
'rYPING: Need help with your spelling and
punctuation? can 242-0649.
TYPING-R.,..onable-Call Mary Ann344-8767.

4)

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

Impala Custom Coupe
equipped for trailering

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: Two mbtorcycle helmets, one
large, one small. Phone Grant llarvey at
277-4102 after 5:30 p.m. Also would like
used motocycle trailer.

FOR DER

Mill. & MATCH SALE

s;x for One Dollar

All lteinr •xcepl Polish & DW Dogs
Sun., Mar. 8 thru Mar. 13

4201 Central N.l!:. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268·6'848
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147

James Farmer, former national director of CORE, will IecturC>-aa
"The Negro in America: What Must be Done'' Sunday, March 16, at
8 p.m. in Johnson Gym. At 5 p.m. that afternoon he will hold a press
conference at the Western Skies.

James Farmer

In Senate Corporations Meeting

Committee Kills Marijuana Bills
By WAYNE CIDDIO
juana to a misdemeanor. The
After listening to more than original bill had specified that
two hours of testimony, the Sen- possession be treated as a fourth
ate Corporations Committee yes- degree felony.
terday afternoon gave "do not
The committee accepted the
pass" recommendations to two substitute and Easley turned the
Senate bills calling for liberaliza- testimony over to Dr. Stuart
tion of New Mexico marijuana Boyd, chairman of the Citizens'
statutes.
Committee on Rational Drug
The bills, No. 202 sponsored by Laws.
Senate Majority Whip Mack EasBoyd reiterated the Citizens'
ley (D-Lea), and No. 215, spon- Committee stand on No. 202,
sored by Senate Minority Whip which he presented to the CorJohn Eastham
(R-Bernalillo) porations Committee last Thurswere killed on 5-4, and 9-0 votes day. The Citizens' Committee
respectively.
based its support for the bill on
No. 202 was seeking the reduc- assertions that marijuana was
tion of the per.alty for possession (1) not addictive, (2) does not inof marijuana to a misdemeanor duce criminal or anti-social be(it is currently a felony), and No. havior, (3) is not harmful to the
215 called for the elimination of user, and (4) does not lead to
the crime of simple possession of heroin addiction.
marijuana.
Two UNM students, senior
Easley opened discussion on David Levine and freshman Tom
No. 202 by introducing a substi- Russell, spoke in support of No.
tute for that bill. The substitute 202. Levine told the Committee
called for the reduction of the that he had been convicted on a
penalty for possession of mari- marijuana violation in Pennsyl-

vania two years ago.
"I haven't graduated yet or gotten out into the world. I don't
know how the conviction will affect me, but I'm not a criminal
and I want to be a constructive
citizen and do something for this
country," Levine said.
During one lengthy testimony
by James Alley, a Santa Fe attorney and the author of No. 202,
Easley commented, "If the proponents talk this bill to death, it's
going to be killed."
Sen. Don Hargrove (R-San
Juan), a member of the Corporations Committee, replied, "It's going to be killed anyway so let
them finish."
Charles Bell, a member of the
Citizens' Committee and a professor at the College of Santa Fe,
testified next and said, "I don't
know w\)at to say to you now that
I have heard comments from
your midst that indicate that you
have already decided against this
bill."

Bell went on to say that he was
opposed to "the whole drug scene"
in the country but that he strongly opposed the severity of existing marijuana laws. Bell said that
one of his daughters was "a complete loss to drugs" and that she
had never smoked marijuana before she started using heroin. ;r.
After the Committee killed No.
202, Eastham, the sponsor of No.
215, said, "If 202 couldn't get a
'do pass,' then 215 certainly
won't." He then postponed testimony on his bill.
Speaking in opposition to No.
202 were Jack Hilligoss, executive director of the New Mexico
Pharmaceutical Association; the
director of the state Board of
Probation and Parole; Capt. T. J.
Chavez, director of special investigations for the narcotics
division of the New Mexico State
Police, and Sgt. George Ulibarri,
head of the narcotics section of
the State Police.

Los Angeles Black Students Strike

1958 VOLKSWAGON-New tires, excellent
engine, radio. everything works-$460..
247-2321 or 898-0376.
.
1960 M.G. 4 speed, blue convertible. Excellent. 277·31~2.
7.000 BOOKS, $.25 up. Maps. Tuesday••
Sun. 10-4. 3110 Edith NE.

7)

professors have in theirs. The
proposal passed after debate.
Amendment Approved
· The recently student-approved
amendment to the constitution of
the Associated Students was approved unanimously by the faculty, and allows Student Senate to
establish rules and procedures for
campus elections. Present policy
allows individual chairmen to set
their own rules for each campus
event.
The no-smoking regulation for
classrooms was strongly endorsed
when a one-sided vote killed a
motion for repeal of the regulation.
In other proposals, nominations
to fill nine vacancies on the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee for 1969-70 were made and
Policy Committee nominations
were voted on, but results will not
be available until tomorrow.

Rioting High School Youths

UNM STUDENTs-PARK WITH UsModern accommodations with a large
!larking Jot. 243-2881,
LIGHT, CLEAN ROOM, near University.
306 Stanford SE. 242·4858.
RARE YACANCY-Yara!ty Hous.,, Ut
Columbia SE. 1 Bdrm. Apt., twin or
double bed-242-3080.
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Faculty Status
Given Librarians

LOST & FOUND
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247-4406

NEW
EX ICO

PERSONALS

r
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-.' ,... :,.,.,1
for UNM Students only
h,O.. '1'.
~ 0 b,O '0~
For Theses: 100% Cotton Fibre-Cockle {as Required)
v~i, "Sf

ROOMMATE WANTED. Close to campus.
Graduate student preferred, Call 842-1918.

I

,~~,,"=

KOPY- KORNER

If Chevrolet can't haul it,
maybe youU better leave it.
Under Chevrolet's hood
you'll find the biggest
, standard V8 in its field -327
cubic inches of it. Or, you can
order all the way up to our
390~hp 427-cubic-inch V8.
And if that won't haul it, see

our truck line.
Chevrolet dealer's and get a
We have the right connec- load off your mind.
tions for your trailering too.
And put it in a Chevrolet.
Like body /frame trailer
hitches and trailer wiring
harnesses.
So drop down to your
Sports-Recreation Dept.

~

Untitled
An untitled oil on canvas by
John Kacere is on display in the
art department faculty exhibition
at the UNM Art Museum. Mr. and
Mrs. Sebastian C. Schroeder loaned the painting to the art department for the exhibition.

LOS ANGELES (UPI)-Rampaging youths overturned desks
and chairs, smashed windows, and
set fires at some Los Angeles
schools Tuesday as a student
strike called by black militants
went into its second day.
Twelve persons, seven of them
adults, were arrested after windows were broken at two high
schools in predominantly Negro
South Central Los Angeles.
The strike was called Monday
by the Black Students Alliance to
protest an incident at Carver
junior high school last Frid~:~y
and to support demands that included exclusion of police from
all campuses in the black community.
However, Mayor Sam Yorty
pledged full police protection of
students and school property
against "troublemakers and agitators trying to wreck our
schools."
He said the disturbances were
the work of organized agitators.
Militant leaders did not deny
that the strike was organized.
Soroe 200 yelling, cursing students :raced through Fremont

High School breaking windows,
smashing a trophy case, oYerturning tables and chairs, and
disrupting classes.
At East Los Angeles College,
where students are mostly Mexican-American, members of the
Black Student Union demanded
that they join the black protest.
A crowd of 100 surged into the
Political Science building, smashing windows, overturning desks
and chairs, knocking out water
pipes to coolers, which caused a
flood in the halls.
The boycott met with varying
degrees of success with attendance at some schools dropping to
as low as 20 per cent. However,
students at other schools gave
little support to the boycott.
Students ran through classrooms at many schools, urging
those in classes to leave.
Two schools, Carver and Jef·
ferson High School, remained
closed Tuesday by order of the
Board of Education.
Police and firemen were harassed by false fire alarms and by
phony calls of an officer needing
help. Police believed the calls were
an attempt to spark a violent

confrontation with officers.
In addition to the demand that
police be excluded from black area
campuses, the militants demanded
appointment of Negro principals
and administrators, local control
of schools, and punishment of
police for what the mili.tants
called brutality in the Carver

Junior High incident.
The militants claimed police
were brutal in using batons to
clear 200 students from the halls,
but Police Chief Thomas Reddin
denied the charge. He said Negro
militant groups were turning
schools into an "urban battleground."

Communist Speaker
Sees Crisis in U.S.America faces a crisis because
of the "war economy," said
Claude LightfoGt, a member of
the Communist Party, in a speech
last night in the Union Theater.
"My thesis is that the United
States is heading for destruction
as long as this nation is geared
to fighting and exploiting nations
around the world," said Lightfoot.
.
He said the first alternative is
for "those who are aware to take
the responsibility to get out into

the grass roots of America and
make people understand.''
Lightfoot said the second alternative is to find the power to
overcome the problem.
He said that although America is the most scientifically, technologically, and socially advanced
country in the world, it is a nation of phenobarbital users. "I
have seen some Africans sleeping
in the midst of wild animals, who
sleep better than Aroericans
amidst all of their affluence,"
Lightfoot said.
'
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the New Mt~xico Lobo Is published
daily every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student Publications of the Associated Student• of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lob<> art> those of the
author solely. Unsigned <>pinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo,
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
ersily of New Mexico.
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S,how, Concern For Spiritual Instruction

~-....:::-

Mormon Organizations Offers Religous Classes
(Ed. note: This is the first in a
The Deseret Club and the Instiseries of articles about religious tute are housed at 400 Ash NE.
groups on campus.)
Under the direction of Kent GarBy BILL GUTHRIE
. ner, the Institute and the DeserUNM members of the Church et Club complement each- other
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day as organs of campus ministry.
Saints are organized and served
"This is not an evangelical pro·by two LDS sponsored groups: gram," . said Garner, "this ministhe Deseret. Club and the Institute try is for our young people at
of' Religion.
UNM."

" ,

The organizations perform several valuable services for their
UNM members. Classes in religious matters are conducted at
the Institute of Religion. Garner
listed some of the classes as
''Personality and Teachings of
Jesus" and "Old Testament Prophets.'' Other classes teach LDS
history and study the "Book of

To Hold lecture ·Interest
0

~·~·Although

and a psychology teacher at the College of
Santa Fe, and even heard a statement of
support for No. 202 from former New Mexico Attorney General Earl Hartley.
But unfortunately, some of the members
of the Corporations Committee were hearing but not listening. It became apparent
early in yesterday's hearings that some
of the senators, particularly Sen. Don Hargrove (R-San Juan) and George T. Koran
(&-Bernalillo) had decided against the bill
before they heard any of the testimony
from psychiatrists, psychologists, professors, and lawyers, people who are probably
most closely in contact with the "drug
scene."
Hargrove and Koran were critical of testimony from Wayne Slusser, a mental
health consultant for the state's department for mental health and social services,
primarily because Slusser did not have any
statistics available and could not back up
his allegation that current marijuana laws
were the result of a "propaganda package."
The same two senators, however, listened without objection to testimony from
Capt. T. J. Chavez, the director of special
investigations for the State Police Narcotics Division, whose only piece of information was that the state 'police department had made 382 arrests for marijuana
violations in 1967-68.
We did not expect an overnight change
in attitudes towards the use of marijuana.
What we did hope for, however, was that
legislators would set aside for a few minutes all they knew, or thought they knew,
about marijuana and listen to the other
side of the story.

there was

never any realistic
llJ.lile.j;hat 215 wouliimake it. through committee,. ther.e--seem€d~to be, at least for
:: :l!lWil~ttir"i!.Qpe~tbat committee mem-.
:; -:bers would realize the disproportionate
:=:penalties now being dealt out for posses;: :sian of even one seed of marijuana and
:::give No. 202 a do-pass.
:: : Easley and Dr. Stuart Boyd,. the chair:::;man of the Citizens' Committee ~or Ra: :tional Drug Laws, handled the bulk of the
:;. .=testimony for No. 202 and repeatedly em: : phasized that there was not enough infor: :mation available on the effects of mari··· juana to warrant existing.punishments for
::possession of that drug.
:: "Yj Another major point in Easley's and
l;- '~ · Boyd's arguments focused on the fact that
"easual users" were running the risk of
t"'
mandatory two-year imprisonments under
"if' •} · current state statute.
Committee members listened to testill : mony from Dr. Aleln Frank, a UNM psychiatri~t~. Dr.: ~illiam Ogden, a counselor
0
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·Fleck Uses Zippered Banana

' .

-'" ' ·Two pieces of marijuana legislation died
~::t;hc{ 4eflth .·Qf tbe "do notpass•i recommendation yesterday at the· hands of the New
M-e:riM Senate Corporations Committee in
Santa, Ft). . ·
The bills, No~. 202 and 215, were intro~jJ.cE)d :b.Y . Senate Maj.ority Whip Mack
Easley (D~Lear, and Senate Minority Whip
: John Ea,~tii.aro:: (&-Bernalillo).
·.--No~ 202 called for the reduction of the
,... crime of simple possession of marijuana.
; to a misdemeanor, ..and-No.. 215 .asked the
elimination of tlie · cii'me of simple poss~ssiQn.·

,.

..,,

~

8

~ ~

"A banana Doc, really."
"Now ·let me get this straight.
You say you were sitting in biology 101 class, the professor pulled a banana ou·c of his pocket,
unzipped it1 took a bite, zipped it
back up, and put it back in his
pocket."
mHIIIIIIIIlllB1Rilllllll!1muJKIIIIIImllllll!IIIIIIRII!IIIIIIHIIII!DIImlllil

CAlllNG U
0

"Welcome to the United States of America!"
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~
~
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School of Architectuxe?

Arch. 201, Design, was not an
architecture design course. It
~ To the Editor: • .. ·· · · • • ·
had absolutely nothing to do with
~At this time, when the Accredi- architecture! Now really, does
·~- ~tion Board is corning to review constructing a four inch cube" :the ·Schoo.I. !)f A,rchitecture, _t]le .1/!i4th" out of cardboard sound
place is hive- of activity: For ex- like architecture? The rest of the
~ .ample: the school bas no chair- ~o-called design. problems were
t~ man-'there is an acting (I) chairJUSt as abstract, if not more so.
~oman (?). Three "candidates". . Design 202 has started out just
i" were procured-to lecture-and · as poorly this semester and there
~:alle~edly there is a choice for seems to .be. no hope .fo:.; improve<; £ha1rman between the three of ment. Th1s lS not an md1ctment of
~;them:~. and .the. .acting .chairman. ·. the· professor, as he teaches the
.•
~'.This 'ha.· ti •to· be "done quickly; so '" course as it is planned; however,
. there would be a chairman ap- the course is not relevant to
.. ~pointed before the Board arrived. architecture.
·~~~ The School of Architecture was
In Arch. 261, Ancient and
·;hwarded accreditation with a two Medieval Arch,, there is an enor.. ;;year probationary period, contin- mous wealth of inf~rmation cover·~')sent upon rectifying certain faults ed, such as Egyptian arch., cov•
~ _;f'ound by the Board. Among these ered_in one week; Aegean arch,,
!'-:faults were: a lack of correlation
J ;'between the building technology
:r~·e-o u r s e s an dthe architecture
~.:courses and not enough funds.
l.;allotted per student. These, anf
• • • • NEWS EDITOR
.;.other items., have yet to be recttCAMPUS EDITOR
.fied.
ASST. CAMPUS EDITOR
·~: Concerning courses: Architec•t;ture 101, Introduction to ArchiSPORTS EDITOR
: ·~tecture, was taught by the acting
EDITORIAL
PAGE EDITOR
' ·chairman. It was nothing more
.. CHIEF COPY EDITOR
:than an introduction to his per• ~sonal likes and prejudices. The
. COPY EDitORS
. ,!class was taught without a sylla· PROOF EDITOR
•! ·bus and the "instructor" admitSTAFF WRITERS
. , ;tea' he had no idea what he was
:1. 'going to teach and so woulc\}!aY.e ·
'i :to play it b;v ear. As a result, we
REVIEW EDiiOR
~,.:saw an .endless supply of slides
PHOTOGRAPHERS
,.,and mov1es and heard a lot of so:.'. called . lectures, complete with
· ;·name dropping.
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Education In New Mexico

"Exactly."
"Sure he did. Go home and get
a good night's rest, you'll be all
right in the morning.''
Dr. Martin W. Fleck, a UNM
biology professor, has a banana
with a zipper in it.
·
Fleck said that be uses many
similar devices in .his lectures.
"Students enjoy it and it keeps
them inter.ested," he said. "I still
think you can learn and have fun
at the same time.'' Fleck said he
worked his way .through college
by staging magic shows at meetings, parties, and other gatherings.
Fleck said he usually pulls out
his banana during a lecture on
mutations, He said his banana is

now "infamous" throughout the
country.
Mrs. Fleck made the banana
out of yellow gloves. The banana
inside is a real one, peeled, Fleck
said that he has worn out several
rubber glove bananas over the
course of his long teaching career.
"When that happens, my wife just
makes me a new one," he said.
Fleck said he also pulls the
banana trick when speaking at
conventions. He tells the story of
·a speech he .gave at a convention
in Honolulu, H'awaii. After the
speech ,many reporters and photographers rushed up to him. "I
thought that they liked my talk,
but all they wanted was a picture
of my banana;'' he said.

Mormon.''
"Our main concern is to provide
spiritual instruction for our
young people at the college level,"
explained Garner, "we do not believe that a high school testimony
is adequate for a college mind."
The courses offered are accept-

ed for credit at Brigham Young
University. Garner said, "Of
course, the subjects are taught
with the church's philosophy in
mind.''
Deseret Club and the Institute
of Religion are maintained for the
use and spiritual education of approximately 180 LDS affiliated
students attending UNM.
"This is a religious organization, but we do not conduct religious services," said Garner,
"that is left to local congregations.''
'""
The Desert Club and the Institute invite all "sincerel:r interested persons" to their offices for
conferences and regularly scheduled meetings,

Teens and Police
KANKAKEE, Ill. (UPI) -The
police department got a boost in
its fight against drug addiction
Sunday from six teen-agers. The
teens put on an "America First"
concert at Westview high school
with proceeds going to the police
department to purchase a movie
on drug addiction for showing in
the city's high schools.

Nothing Sacred
1
Baha'u
11ah
thou. that

ATHOL, Mass. (UPI) - For
some people, nothing is sacred.
A thief Sunday stole about $200
from an unlocked cabinet in the
sanctuary of Our Lady Immaculate Roman Catholic church the entire collection from the 7
.a.m. mass.

"Kn~w

every created

a

thing is signo of the Revelation

ofGod."
265-2569
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for UNM Sludonts only
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For Theses: 100% Cotton Fib..,..,.Cocklo '(a• Required) . v~ 0 "+'
XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum
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Lobby--5imms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold
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Leslie Hunter, PEHl'd; KUNM; 2:40 p.m.
and 8 :(0 p.m.
"The New Folk" alnglng group performance; 8 :15 p.m.; Popejoy Ball; ticket.
$1 for otudenlll.

,I

,,

Satut'day, Mareh 16
Dance oponl!Ored b7 Youth Albuquerque
Asaoclatlon for Retarded Children; bands
HaoterviUe Trolley and Yertlclc Journey;
Newman Center; 8-11 p.m.; $1.
Monday, Mtu'Ch 17
Lecture, ' 4The Soviet Union in C~o-o
olovak!a: Case Study in the Politics of
Frustration;" Prof.,Eor Dan Jacobs of
UCB; Union theater: 8 p.m.
Benefit Rceitnl; cell !all!; Recital Hall; 8 :16
p.m.; adults $1, atudcnlll free or contribu-

The
Bob Hope
Show

tion.

"Cont'ronto.tfon - 1969" lecture series:
Clintan Adams; "The Artist and the Viewer: The Tradition of Change;" art museum;
8 p.m.
••Man About Campus" interview with
Bob Matthews: Lutheran Student Assacin•
tlon; KUNM, 2:40p.m. and 8:40p.m.
Tu..,day, Match 18
Performance by George Robert, pianist,
and Mauricio Fuka, violinist; 8:16 p.m.;
Recital Hall; students admitted free.
Wednesdny, March 19
"Man About Co.mpus" Interview with
Paul McSherry; Mesa Vista Hall; KUNM;
2 :40 p,m. and 8 :40 p.m.
Thursday, Mtu'Ch 20
Planing meeting of Teachers of English
ta Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL): Education 201; 7:30 p.m.
Friday, March 21
"Man About Campm" Interview with
Craig Ginn: Ba'ahal Student hsocintlon:
KUNM; 2:~0 p.m. and 8:40p.m.
Monday, March 23
"Man About Campus': interview with
Felipe Galdone; Astral Projection; KUNM;
2:40 p.m. and 8:~0 p.m.
Friday, March 21
"Volpone;,. 8:30 p.m.; Rodey Theatre.
Saturday, March 22
"Yolpone:" 8 :SO p.m.; Rodey Theatre.
Sunday, March 23
•'Volpone;" 8:80 p.m.: Rodey Theatre.

Featuring
The Pozo Seco Singers .·
~

Monday, Match 24
· UNM Concert Band, 8:15 p.m., Pope-

I

Suzanne's Concert Dancers

joy Hall; tickets are $1.60 for adults, $1
!or studenlll and children.
Placement lntervlewo1 Pomona, Calif.,
unified school district; Placement Center.
Tuesday, Match 25
Teacher education screening; 6:30 p.m.:
Xivn.

and
Starring Bob Hope

The Statewide Talent Finalist

Saturday, March 22
The UNM Arena

STAFF

8:00P.M.
Friday, Mar. 14
8:15 p.m., Popejoy Hall
Students $1.00

Tickets $3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00, $5.so· & $6.00
Student Discount $2.00 per ticket
One ticket per ID

Four ID's maximum per purchaser

Available at Student Activity Ticket Office at Popejoy Hall
Record Rendezvous and Ri~dling Downtown

-
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.Eeon.,.,lca department seminar; "The
Eeonomlco of Water Resources DeveloPment in Inael"; Mesa Ybta Hall 212Z;
10:30 a.m.
Friday, l'tfudl 1-l
Tlckelll go on sale for drama department's
"Voh>one;" Rodey theatre boz olllce (open
2:30-5:30).
"Man About Campna" Interview with

Lobo Review

virtually a colony of the United
By RAY GRAIN
(Editor's Note: UNM students States. Wiley notes that before
are reminded that all publications statehood came to New Mexico
of the University of New Mexico in 1912, public education was
Press are sold to them at 10% nearly nonexistent. The frontiersbelow list price. An additional 4% men who controlled the territory
is saved in sales tax when buying had little interest in education on
on campus. Politics and Purse any basis, particularly tax-supStrings' !n New Mexico's Public , ported. The. Spanish-speaking
people generally looked on publie
Schools is such a publication.)
education as a gringo plot (which
Frank Angel, in his preface was later realized) to rob their
to Wiley's Politics and Purse children of their cultural heritage.
Strings, remarks that "The or- To this day the fight over whether
dinary citizen and the non-pro- the church or the state should do
fessional in government both the children's brainwashing goes
share an illusion about the work- on.
ing of American democracy that
The language handicap suffered
those involved in political science by students entering the univer. and practical politics do not. This sity, a difficulty widespread even
is the notion that somehow the among "anglos," all but bars
will and desires of the common Spanish- and Indian-speaking stucitizenry, as these are expressed dents from completing university
in voting for candidates, directly work.
determines how government is
New Mexico's wealth, aside
operated and administered.'' Tom from the federal government tit,
Wiley must have had this notion lies almost entirely in its natural
be no longer than 260 words typewritten,
double and
opaeed.
Name,
telein mind when he set out to sketch resources. Like any non-self-rephone number,
adclreas
must
be
lneluded, although name wiD be
the history of New Mexico public specting underdeveloped country,
withheld npou request.
education. An experienced educa- New Mexico has traditionally
covered in one week; Greek arch., tor himself, Tom Wiley supports given up this wealth with negligalso covered 'in one week. There both better education in terms of ible taxation, leaving little revcan be no in-depth study in any preparing young people to define
for the support of public
of these great past styles of ar- and solve the problems they en- enue
projects.
chitecture in that short time.
counter and the American traIn 1957 after the orbiting of
Now we come to the committee dition of community control of Sputnik I, there was a widespread
that meets with the acting chair- public education.
feeling that the educators and
man. This committee has put
What makes Purse Strings in- technologists had let America
forth some good suggestions con- teresting and relevant is that down. After all, how could those
cerning improvements, additions, Wiley has focused his attention dirty Commies do anything the
and corrections. So far there has on New Mexico's special difficul- U.S. hadn't done? Wiley notes •
been little action taken on any ties while drawing the evident two immediate effects following
of these suggestions.
corollaries from the experience the event:
There is total apathy in this of professional educators about
"(1) The shortsighted prudenschool; nobody-including the in- the country. In the interest of
tial
proponents made a bid for
structors as well as students- scholarship Wiley has included
education
of the girted at the
wants to get involved,
twenty-five pages of notes and
expense
of
all other students and
I, for one, would like to see our seven pages of bibliography. The
(2)
the
basic
education proponaccreditation lifted entirely until text itself abounds with tables
ents,
who
had
always contended
something is done to greatly im· and pertinent quotations.
that
the
educational
curriculum
prove the calibre of the school.
Since the military occupation
was
diluted
by
frills,
felt that
Thomas Drummond Jr. in 1847 New Mexico has been
this was the hour to strike hard
:for a pruning process where
'frill' subjects and processes were
concerned."
On the following page Wiley reGrant Harvey
marks, "It appears to the writer,
in retrospect, that the general
Sarah Laidlaw
tone of education was improved
Scott Sandlin
as a result of the catacylsms
John Moser
which rocked the whole structure
during this period. Much of the
Herman Weil
criticism was U:Vilfl'\ln~l!d, but1 it
David Hutson
was a force wh1ch · ctrusl)d an anAnne O'Bi'ieri, Bill Guthrie, George Campbell
alytic appraisal of the progrd~.''
After an extensive histori~al
· . ~Mary Alli!!on Farley
background, Wiley's tenth chapCarolyn Babb, Gay Cook, Steve Hallam, John Russo,
ter is titled "Interpr~tation dnd
Analysis of Trends ih Terms· of
Sandra Schauer, Bill Schneider1 Susan Smith, Art Thomas
:Educational
Controls.'' This sec•
Stephen Part
tion should be on the rending list
Tony Lauderbaugh, James Funk, Bob Lager
of any potential school board can·
didate or ordinary citizen interested in education.

}

Wednesday, March 12
"llfan About Campus" interview with
Tom Jones, Forum; KUNM; 2 :40 p.m. and
8:(0 p.m.
'TbUI'IIday, l'tfudll3
UNM Graduate Student Colloquium; Combinational Graph Theory; 3 :30; Mltcl>ell

by Conrad
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UNM Child Study Center

New WRH Constitution Distributes Control

Manzanita Provides Diversified Programs

six houses in each wing of Hokona, and the two other wings
have three houses each.
Under the old constitution, each
house had its own officers~ and
each wing bad a Wing Council.
House presidents attended the
Wing Council meetings, and the
Wing Council acted as the coordinating unit between the house
governn:tents and the WRH Executive Board. The Executive Board
was the main governing body for
the women's residence halls.
The WRH Executive Board was
comprised of a president, vice-

Hobby Korner

president, secretary, treasurer,
social cultural and communications committee chairmen, house
manager, wing presidents, and
an A WS liason under the old constitution. The WRH Executive
Board served as the Budget Committee, determined the budget for
the women's residence halls, and
sponsored all WRR elections.
Under the new constitution,
each wing is independent and the
Wing Councils ~n:e the governing
bodies. Eacr• Wing Council will
be financially independent under
a new method of money distribution. Housing Collections will distribute money to each wing according to the number of girls re-

Closed Tuesdays

Hayakawa Suspends Paper
By PHIL SEMAS
SANFRANSISCO (CPS)-Tbe
campus newspaper at San Francisco State College will continue
to publish despite having been
suspended by acting President
S. I. Hayakawa.
The Daily Gater has been a
,strong supporter of the fourmonth old student strike and a
harsh critic of Hayakawa. But he
denied he suspended the paper because of its political views.
He said the reason for the suspension is that there is no functioning publications board. Members of the board say it does exist
but Hayakawa maintains it has
not fulfilled its function because
it has not submitted report5 to
the administration and has not
dealt with the problem of open
process.
New Board
Hawalmwa said he will appoint
a new interim board composed of
three faculty members and three
students. The present board consists of four students, one faculty
member ,and one administrator.

Spring is:

A NEW SCENT
Toujours moi
Crepe de Chine
Fame
Indigo
Intimate
Possession
Hypnotique
Aquamarine
Midnight
Primitif
Golden Woods

Also: New Pastel Hose
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He said many faculty members
and students are unhappy with
The Gater because "it doesn't
represent the opinion of all the
students. At most it represents
abotu half."
Hayakawa claimed he is acting
"in the interest of a free press"
by setting up the new publications
board, which would "liberate The
Gater to publish all views" as soon
as possible.
The paper appeared Tuesday
despite the suspension. It included an editorial accusing Hayakawa of "intensifying his policies
of institutional racism and intensifying his poliee state methods"
and a cartoon depicting Hayalmwa in diapers burning the Bill
of Rights.
Stopped at Door
The 'Gater Editors, accompanied
by several other students, tried to
enter the ndministration building
to give Uayakawa a copy of the
papers but were stopped at the

door by six police. Later one Gater
editor slipped into the building
and left a stack of papers in
Hayakawa's outer office.
"If Hayakawa wants to silence
us," said Gater Editor Dikran
Karagueuzian, "he'll have to
throw his body on the wheels of
our printing press."
Hayakawa said the administra·
tion is also considering taking
disciplinary action against those
students who are putting out the
paper.
Earlier The Gater's fundsalong with all student government
funds-were frozen by a court
order sought by the administration. The paper has continued to
publish, however, thanks primarily to their printer, who agreed
to wait to be paid :for his work. A
court hearing will be held today
on a request by the Dault of
America, which now holds the
student funds, to free 840,000 for
various student organizations, including The Gater.

Protest Wrap-Up
·1\IISSISSIPPI-Some .53 Negro
students at Delta State College
and a white sympathizer were
scheduled to be arraigned in
Cleveland, Miss., on charges of
blocking hallways and disturbing
classes at the predominantlywhite college Monday. The protesters, demonstrating in support
of 10 demands ranging from the
hiring of black instructors to
black representation in student
government, were jailed overnight
at the state penitentiary in lieu
of $200 bonds.
NEW YORK-The sit-in by stu-

"Remember,
we're nonviolent,
so be careful of your

if

from the center of the executive
power in the dorm.'' Miss Fischer
said "apathy was created" because girls are removed from the
p.ower center.
Santa Ana President Carleen
Olson said that "with the new
constitution, we are trying to involve as many girls as we can."
Debbie Carapezza, former WRH
Executive Board president, said
that the new constitution brings
the "governing body closer to a
majority of the girls," and "now
it will not be such a long process
to get things done at the house
level.'' Miss Carapezza added, "It's
a good constitution, Hopefully it
will work better."

344-3267

6693 4th NW

I

siding in the wing, and the Wing
Council will be responsible for
formulating its own budget and
sponsoring its own elections.
A Wing Coordinating Committee (WCC), comprised of the four
wing presidents and an A WS liason, will act as the coordinating
body among the women's residence halls, The WCC will have
no legislative powers, and will
exist only to facilitate a free exchange of ideas between the separate wings.
Mary Fischer, Hokona Zuni
Wing president, said that under
the old constitution "the women
residents were too far removed

At San Francisco State

Architectural Mc>del Supplies

Full Line Hobby and Craft Store

dents at the Sarah Lawrence College administration building in
Bronxville rolled into its eighth
day. At Wagner College on Staten
Island, students striking in protest of a planned tuition hike and
for the reinstatement of four teachers said they would 'COntinue
the strike until Wednesday when
the board of trustees is to meet
with them.
PENNSYLVANIA-some ZOO
students and faculty members at
the University of Pittsburgh began a three-day fast aimed at
forcing the school's board of trust
tees to hold public meetings.

\11 ~

By CAROLYN BABB
More than 50 students from
pj!ychology, education, home economics, apd elementary education
courses are observing and participating in programs offered by
the Manzanita Center on the UNM
campus.
Manzanita Center is operated
by Dr. George L. Keppers, chairman of the department of guidance and education.
The center :functions primarily
as a teaching and training facility
for the College o:f Education, offering guidance counseling, testing, remedial reading, nursery
school and ldndergarten as wen
as special education for the retarded and emotionally disturbed.
Preparation and Training
Keppers said, "The main em-

"t:"
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A proposal which would fine any
group which reserves a room in
the Union, but fails to use the
room, was passed in a recent
Union Board Meeting.
Sterling Nichols, a member of
Union Board, proposed the :fine.
He said groups would not be allowed to schedule a meeting in
the Union until the :fine is paid.
The proposal was carried and
referred to committee.
Kirby Krbec, director of the
Union, said there is always a
heavy demand for rooms in the
Union. Some groups are denied a
room because a group failed to
cD.neel a reserved room.
A list of campus groups was
circulated at the Union Board
meeting naming the Associated
Women Students {AWS) and
Gamma Sigma Sigma with :four
"no shows" each.
For twl> consecutive weeks Student Lobby has failed to meet.
One wcel~; president Stuart Licht
cancelled the meeting because be
said none of the studtmt lobbyists
had a chance to travel to Santa
Fe. The second week a Lobo reporter waited for lobbyists who
never showed. The room was reserved from 8 to 10 p.m. There

PRESCRIPTION CENTER
MEDICAL ARTS SQUARE
(3 blocks west of U.
on Sigma Chi Road)
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Blacks Demand

BYU Expulsion
The UNM Black Student Union
(BSU) will sponsor a petition in
·the Union Wednesday through
Friday.
The BSU is demanding that
Brigham Young University
(BYU) be mtpelled from tbe WAC
because o:f what the BSU believes
to be racist policies.
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$6.50
COMPLETE
OUTFIT
Include•, shirt
Cummerbund,
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Suspender.~,

Handkerchief,
Studs, Cuff·

Wild-eyed coeds can turn any peaceful demonstration into a
full-scale riot, so be careful how you use your Hai Karate® After
Shave and Cologne. But just in case your hand slips, we include
instructions on self-defense in every package. (If you're a pacifist, maybe you'd better read the instructions twice.)
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Sure. You like a sharp-looking car. Clean
lines. Gleaming sheet metal. The whole
beauty bit. So do we. But there's more
to an Olds than a coat of paint or a few

hunks of chrome. A solid Body by Fisher,
for instance. Rugged frames. Bump·
gobbling suspensions. Engines that really
know how to stretch a gallon or get you

there in a hurry. And all the goodies.
Stereo. Buckets. Sport wheels. Whatever you want in your package, you
couldn't find a nicer package to put it in.

OLDSMOBILE

Boultonniere.

$10.00
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Hai Karate-be careful how you use it.
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are designed as training programs
for students who have chosen to
work with the mentally retarded
and emotionally disturbed.

individual occupational evaluations. Keppers stated, "We should
do more. We certainly need to
strengthen research.''
The special education services

LOOK YOUR
BEST!

~\

"

•.

ing language skills. Time is also
planned for building, playing vigorously out of doors, and enjoy~
ing and creating music. Both the
kindergarten and nursery school
are interculturally and interra·
cially oriented.
Remedial Reading
A remedial reading program is
provided for children who have
learning problems in school. Tutoring services are avai]able for
a small number of children. The
public school in the surrounding
area may utilize the professional
services of reading specialists in
the center by arranging to observe tutoring sessions, and to
discuss with the staff the operation of the remedial reading program.
The number of new children
accepted each semester is entirely dependent upon the number of
graduate students enrolling in the
program. Approximately 60 children are helped each year in the
reading program and the center
maintains a list of private tutors
for those who are interested in
that service.
Guidance Services
Guidance and counseling serv.
was no notice on the door advising ices include educational, vocalobbyists who may have showed tional and personal counseling,
up for the regularly scheduled and also include the conduct of
research follow-up studies, and
meeting of the cancellation.

---

tl·

tr

phasis of the center is on the
preparation and training of the
staff. Secondly, the center ptovides service and research. This
can be seen by the fact that the
center bas few,, professionally
certified people. "Counseling, testing, and reading are all done by
students in training," he said.
Enrollment is open to the community for the nursery school and
kindergarten programs, but the
waitipg lists are long.
The nursery school program for
three and four-year olds offers a
planned indoor and outdoor environment for free play. The demonstration kindergarten provides
five-year old children with experiences for exploring the natural
world, expressing ideas, getting
acquainted with the world of
books and stories, and develop-

'No Show' Groups
To Receive Fines

L'

l
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Gives Financial Independence

By GAY COOK
The Student Affairs Committee
has approved a new Women's Re~
idence Halls (WRH) constitution
that will make each women's dorm
self-governing,
Conni!l Cohn, Hokona Zia Wing
president, said the purpose of the
new constitution is to "give rnore
autonomy and individuality to
each dorm and to make each dorm
finapcially independent."
8-t-The women's residence halls
are broken down into four wings:
Holwna Zuni, Hokona Zia, Santa
Ana, and Santa Clara. There are
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Olds ads for college students

are created by college students.
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WAC Schools Here Friday

BYU Top Challenger In Wrestling Meet

Intramural Ball Continues

Arizona in that order. This year's
meet will feature the two new
WAC teams, Texas at El Paso
and Colorado State.
BYU Favored
BYU will once again be :favored, but Utah is considered a top
challenger, as the Redskins almost pulled an upset in a dual
against the Cougars earlier this
season before falling, 15-14.
Mike McAdam!! (130), Howard
Hall (152), Chuck Henry (123),
and Joe Lyman (167) will defend
their titles for the Cougars. Henry and Lyman were champs in
1967.

McAdams, who had an 8-5 record this season, will compete in
the 137 pound class. Hall had a
2-2-2 record, Henry a 7-4, while
Lyman finished with a 5-2 mark.
Other .grapplers back to defend
titles won in the 1968 meet are
ASU's Bob Shines (123) and
UNM's 167 pounder Rick Ortega.
Shines was 10-12-2 in this year's .

..
S.U.B. THEATRE

competition, while Ortega was
12-5-3.

Rushing Tops
Expected to give all the other
160 pound men fits is Arizona's
Gary Rushing, an Albuquerque
Sandia High graduate who has
posted a perfect 20-0 mark this
year. Rushing bas titles in the
New Mexicvo Invitational and
the Sun Devil Wrestling Tourney
to his ct:edit this year.
Another undefeated performer
is Utah's Steve Roshek (177),
with a 12-0-3 mark.
A spirited battle is expected in
the 123 pound class, with Paul

Betts (13-4) of Arizona, Paul
Soriano (10-2-3), Henry, and
Shines mixing it up, while BYU's
Afraim Escalante (10-2) 1 ASU's
Jim Lambson (20-7-2), and Bob
Kawa (9-l-1) of Utah should
fight for the 130 pound title.
Rudy Ready
UNM's Rudy Griego, a titleholder in the New Mexico and
Sun Devil Invitationals as is UA's
Rushing, will have to take care of
ASU's Felix Salinas, and Wyoming's Tim Adams for the 137 title.
All three boys have 10 victories
this season.
Art Holland of ASU and Ron
Lemmon of Utah seem to be the

class of the field in the 145 class.
UNM's Dale Scott at 9-2 and
Dan Thurlow of CSU at 11·1
should give Hall a fight in the 152
bracket, while the heavy-weight
division should be quite a contest.
Rick Cahill of ASU ha'S the best
record of the big men entered
(16-10) 1 but should have his hands
full with the likes of UNM's
Roger Brown.
Brown, despite a 7-8-1 record,
is one of the conferenee's best.
Roger has been suffering with .a
knee injury all season and three
of his losses have been due to
forfeit.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
DORM LEAGUE I

Ask The Sports Guys
By BOB LOWDER and JOHN MOSER

Dear Sports Guys: What does a baseball manager do when
his star pitcher is continually high and outside?
ROLFEHOWK

? ? .? ? 1 1 1 ? 7 ·.

.I

Dear Sports Guys: What's a "handicap" in golf?
ARNOLD PALMSWEAT

Regarding Your

'A Way of Life'

.·~COLLEGE CAREER
~COUNSELING SERVICE

'By JOHN MOSER
To Sophomore Jim Hruban,
UN M's all-around per!ormel;',
gymnastics is .a way of life.
"'We work aw.fully hard and
sometimes get pretty tired, but
most of us couldn't live without
it," said Jim, referring to the
rigorous training schedule (seven
days a week, three hours a day)
the Lobo Gym men go through.
"I stayed here last summer

265-8288

pFFJCE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT
Margherita M. Henning, Ph.P.

.·.·· ...

· · :How to Wrecognize a Wreal
: ·.•

.....

when school was out and worked
out most every day/' Jim added.
All·Around a Career
Hruban, u native of Omaha,
Neb. who has performed all six
of the gymnastics events since
the ninth grade, has his work cut
out for him.
Jim must compete in each of
the _events, compared to one or
two done by most other performers and has to spread his practice time accordingly. In a collegiate dual gymnastics meet, a team
must enter two all-around men as
well as two specialists in each
event,
Asked which event takes up
more of his practice time, Jim
was quick to reply: "The side
horse. You can't make one mistake and must be in motion all
the time, If you do slip, you have
to pull yourself on.''
Works Four Events Daily
"I usually work on four or five
of the events each day, leaving one
out," he added.
·
Jim, who likes to take in a

movie in the little time he has to
relax, is looking forward to the
WAC meet coming up at the end
of this month.
"Mike Kimball from Utah won
the conference last year and I
came in second. He was eighth in
the Olympic trials last year," Jim
said. "Ron Baretta from CSU is
another all-arounder with lots of
style in the conference.'' Baretta
defeated Jim in the all-around last
Saturday in CSU's slim win over
the Lobos, and actually was given
credit for his team's win with a
9.45 performance on the high bar.
Compulsories in WAC
"In the conference meet, the allaround men have to compete two
days, with a compulsory routine
on one day and an optional one
on the other," Hruban continued,
referring to the 1970 World Game
compulsories required this year in
the WAC meet. "Whoever does
the best compu1sories will probably win," he conelttded.
If hard work pays off, Jim will,
too.

MostWrang1er~jeans have

These Wrangler- feons and

Jacket, $7.00. Shirts $4.00 each. ·
Tapered; permanently pressed
· ·ieans, $5.50.
·

Wrangler®Jeans
-·• ·!a·nd·"Spottswear

·-·with Dacron·~

'COOPER'S
FAIR STORES

DAN'S BOOTS

I

<

('

'

'

Jf

LDMFI5

& SADDLES

"
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'

•
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Dear Grane: U-huh. Yogi was the original "Catcher in the
Rye!'
Dear Sports Guys: What's it mean when the leftfielder
"Jays down a soft bunt?"
usQUEEZE" PLAII
Dear Squeeze: It means he's gonna get a heated call from
Mr. Bunt in the morning.
j
. I
f
i

'

i

r

Dear Sports Guys: I'm not much o£ an athlete. What are
"basketball sneakers ?"
"RIM" BASQUETTE

The New Mexieo State Aggies,
with a fine 24-3 -season record
that placed them ninth in the nation in the final UPI poll, is looking forward to the "big one"tomorrow night in Pauley Pavillion against national champion
UCLA Bruins.
The Bruins showed the basketball world that they're not invincible, as they were downed by
Southern California, 47-45, in a
double ove.rtime in their last game
of the season before the regionals.
ThG Trojans from Southern Cal
took UCLA into an earlier overtime before losing by two.
Slammin' Sam Lacey and Jimmy Collins will lead the Ags against the Bruins.

sportswear of Dacron* poly-ester and coHon. -Permanently creo.sed plaid slacks, $8.00.

.

Dear Sports Guys: I heard that Yogi Berra was into the
Yankee liquor cabinet all the time. True?
GRANE SPIRITTZ

Aggies vs UCLA
Tomorrow Night

of Wranglers ore a liitle
moremodest.They'remade
just as well and they fltiust
as_ well, but the "W" is
tucked away on a tag or
- label. You'll find it's worth
lqoking for.

'

Dear Rotsa: Because the boys from Moscow don't like the
slant of their ice.

Dear Rim: They're the shifty guys who get past the cashier at Cook's Sporting Goods with several Spalding 500's.

the ''W'' stitched on in
plain sight, but other kinds

·-

Dear Sports Guys: Why is the Japanese skating team
worried about a Russian boycott in the 1972 winter
Olympics?
ROTSARUCK

Hruban: Dedicated .Gymnast

Con.sult

124 Washington SE

Dear Arnold: It's a quick 'n easy-off top on a duffer's beer
bottle.

Jim Hruban, All-around
• • •
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0
1

4 1
3 1
2
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1 3
1 4
1 4
0 5

0" 4

Engineers
Law School Redmen

0 4

FRATERNITY LEAGUE I
3 0
Pi Kappa Alpha
1 0
Lambda 'Chi Alpha
'2 ·1.
Phi Gamma Delta ·
1 1
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
1
2
Alpha Epsilon Pi
0 1
Alpha Kappa Lamb!Ia
0'3
Phi Sigma Kappa
"

WL
6 0

Yaqui
·
Pueblo "A"
Aztec
Chiricahua
Mendoza
Escalante
Navajo
Tewa "B"
Mescalero "B"

4 2
3 2
3 2

2
2
0
0

DORM LEAGUE II
Alvarado "A"
Tewa "A"
Mescalero 11A"
Mossman
Pueblo "B"
Acoma
Alvarado "B"
Chimayo

FRATERNITY LEAGUE II
" ··'•-4;,•
·--r::ol"t.t
Sigma Chi
O
,..L
Phi Delta Theta
Sigma Phi Epsilon .,
Omega Psi ·Pbi '' " ":·'
Sigma Phi :Epsilo)l · ·
Alpha Tau Omega· < "·
Kappil, Sigma'
.· ;:, ~~
Kap;pa Alpha · · ' '' -

INDEPENDENT LEAGUE IV
WeeFive·
4 0
Students for Democratic BB ·4 0
Hour Gang ·
3 2Court Jesters
3 2
Amateur Champs
3. 2
The New Left
2' 3
Law School III
1 3

4 1

3
3
5
6

.

· - · . '>!'~

...

•

.'

-~l ..

4 0
4 0
4 0

2 2
1 3
1 3
0 4
0 4

INDEPENDENT LEAGUE I

If You Have a ·Problem
Curriculum
Or Your Career

INDEPENDENT LEAGUE
The Calamydomonas
NROTC
Hornets
Mighty Mites
Union of Arms
College Inn ":S"
Playboys
Law School II
CAC

Intramural basketball is in full
swing at UNM, with 60 teams
competing in eight leagues-two
d()rm leagues, four independent
leagues and two fraternity leagues. Standings through games of
Monday, Mareh 10, are:

Dear Rolfe: He takes away his pot and locks him up.

,,

.. '

60 Teams Competing

'Brigham Young University will
bring four of last year's individual
titlists to defend their titles to
Johnson Gym this Friday and
Saturday for the seventh annual
Western Athletic Conference
wrestling meet.
The Brighams ·edged Utah in
last year's meet, 59-58, followed
by Arizona State, Wyoming and

...
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The Spoilers
Bum Five
Siempre Buenos
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The High Chaparral
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Baptist Students
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1
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INDEPENDENT LEAGUE II
Law Sehool I
5
U.C.L.A.
5
Mechanical Engineers
4
2
A.I.A.
NESEP
2
Sports
2
TeamX
2
Quick Sand Five
0
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you save
when you buy
COOK'S

Women's Volleyball
The Independents downed Delta
Gamma;; Hokona deeisioned Alpha Delta Pi; Chi Omega dropped
Kappa Kappa Gamma; and Delta
Gamma (B) beat Kappa Alpha
Theta in women's Intramural
vo11eyball action last wek.
There is no record of a national
Hop-Scotch championship having
ever been held in Zambia.

TRAVELERS
CHEQUES

W a y n e Vandenburg, track
coach at the University of TexasEl Paso didn't believe in Santa
Claus as a boy.
The purple kelpfish is neither
a fish nor is it purple. It is a
peach tree near Jackson Hole,
Wyoming.

STILL ONLY
75¢ issuance charge ON $100

------Nude basketball is not permit-

ted in the Fiji Islands.

Backed by the world's largest travel organization

Cricket, the popular British ball
game was not named after the
insect, rather a back condition
once s u f f e r e d by Sir Godfrey
Bilgepump, Duke of Slimyshire.

THOS. COOK & SON

C. Tif!OODROliV
WILSON
PHARMACY

MAOCt\ 15) 1969,
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Campus
Briefs
Circle K Collection
Circle K, the campus men's service club, has announced that it
will sponsor a Viet Nam Collection Week from Sunday, March
23, to Saturday, March 29.
During the week there will be a
campus-wide collection of school
supplies and health items for
Vietnamese children. Anyone may
contribute. Once the items are col, lected, the U.S. Marines will distribute them i11 Ly Tin, South Viet
Nam.
Circle K has also announced a
contest for all campus organizations. A trophy will be awarded to
the organization which can collect
and contribute the most, with Circle K serving as the judge.

I

I.

Mathematics Institute
This summer a grouv of teachers of mathematics from all over
the United States will be at UNM
for an NSF Institute in Mathematics.
Many will bring their families
and will need housing for eight
weeks of summer school, June 14
tlp:ough August 8.
Anyone who plans to be away
during the summer and would
consider renting his house to one

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 2B word .minimum ($UO) per time ran. If ad ;, to
run five or more conseet~tive daya with
no changes tht> rate Ia reduced to 5c
per word ad the mlnlmnm number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Pro=ent mwst hi> made In
:full prlo:t to inscrtlon o! advertisem..nt.
WHEREt onrnalism Bafidinp;. :Room
169, afternOODJI pre!erab]y or :nuUI.

.r

Cla!olftcd Aclvmialn~r
um.t P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.J.L SUll&

1)

PERSONALS

WOULD THE PERSON wbo oubJnittcd
an etcbing to the Thunderbird pleaoe get
in touch with the Thunderbird editor
1!S IIOOD 85 J>008ible. This io Ul'll'ent. :Kin.
158, J ournaliom Bldg.
ROOMMATE WANTED. Clooe to campuo.
Graduate student pre!erted. Call842-1918.

LOST & FOUND

2)

REWARD OFFERED $:!0.00. Loot 1 yr.
old CoD!e-Sbepherd crt* blaclc &: gOld
male. Call 243-7585 or 877-6581.
REWARD $20.00 lost brom1 &: wbito btia-

oet mix 5 mo. old fe111ale dog. 842-1319.

3)

. SERVICES

TYPING done in VJY hb:111e. AU work
guatanttcd. Cl011o to Univenoib"• .265-4990.

WE BEAT DEAD LIONS! We .also beat
dead Jines. Tn>imr in 6 colOrs and li t711e
styles; pluo .technical, French, $lld ma.themotlcal ~bois; plws COO and lBJI(
optical oconnlng type styles. Call Tal<!nType: 842-8014, ""eninp,
i .-
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of the families may write to
Merle Mitchell. Director of MathSummer Institute, UNM.

History Specialists
Two specialists in Chinese history and early modern Europe
have been appointed to UNM's
history faculty.
Jonathan Porder, who wiJI receive a Ph.D. from the University
of California in Jupe, has been
appointed an instructor in Chinese
history, and Charlie Steen m, has
been named visiting assistant professor of early modern European
history. They will begin teaching
in September.

Finals Center
The Associated Students of
UNM is currently working on the
idea of establishing a center for
students during finals week which
would be open 24 hours a day. The
center would serve coffee and donuts and function as a relaxation
area.
Any campus organization that
wishes to receive student allocations should submit requests to
Senator Leonard DeLayo, Senate
Finance Chairman, or Robert
Speer, assistant ASUNM treasurer, on the second floor of the
Union. These requests may be
placed in the mailboxes in the
Activities Center.
Tbe annual Campus Chest drive
will be held in late April. Anyone
interested in helping should contact Diane Daniels at 242-2755.

It takes you about an hour to eat a

nice, leisurely dinner. From the time
you start your appetizer to the time
you finish your dessert, 417 people will
die from starvation.
You see, world population has
already out-grown world food supply,
Every 8.6 seconds someone in an
under-developedcountrydiesasaresult
of illness caused by malnutrition.
That's 7 deaths every minute. 417
deaths every hour. 10,000 deaths
every day. Most of them children.
And that's just a taste of things to
come. Experts. predict that tens of millions-even hundreds of millions-will
die from famine in the years ahead
unless something is done about it.

What can we do !J,boJJt it? Two
things. We can try to increase the food
supply. And we can try to check the
growth of population.
Some progress has. been made in
increasing food supply. But not nearly
enough has been done in reducing
population growth.
Acrashprogramisneededtocontrol
population growth in tbe hungry, overpopulated an:as of the world. And it
must beginnow. While tbereisstilltime.
A White House panel has recommended that the United States Government spend at least $100 million a
year on family planning help to underdeveloped nations. {That's only a tiny
fraction of the $15 billion we've

CAMPAIGN TO CHECK THE POPULATION EXPLOSION
EMERSON fOOTE. CHAIRMAN
MARRINER S. ECCLES. formerau.irman.
FedCllll R=rve Board

FRANCIS T. P. PUMPTON.

ROCKEFELLER PRENTICE
ELMO ROPER. Public Opi.Uon AnalySt
LESSING I. ROSENWALD
JONAS SALK. M.D. The Salk: Institute
ADOLPH W. SCHMIDT. T. Mellon&. Som
CHARLES E. SCRIPPS, Chahman,

Conner As$istant U.S. Attomey General
THOMAS D. CABOl', Cbairm:uJ.
Cabo( Corporation
10HN COWLES. Chaitman.

m;NRY C. FLOWER. )1L,
fonncr Vkc Chairman,
J~ Walter Thompson Co.
;DR. PffiUI' M. HAUSER.
Uuiversity of Chicago
JOSEPH WOOD KRUl'CH, Author
MRS. CORDELIA S. MAY, Laun:l F(ltlndalion
FOWLER M.CORMICK.. fonne<Cbairm:ul.
Intcmatiooal Harvester Co.
HUGH MOORE, Founder, Dixie Cup Company
ALLAN NEVINS. h<sident.
American Acv.dcmy of AJ;ts &. Lett.,..

GENERALWIUIAMILDRAJ'ER,JR..

DR.REINHOLDNIEBUHR,Prof=arEmeritus,

EUGENE BLACK. fanner bead, World Bank
DR. DETLEV BRONK:, former h<sidc:nt,
Rod::cfeUcr_University

HAROLD W. BOSTROM, Vice h<sideot,

VOP Transportation Equipmtnt Group

MRS. ALBERT D. LASKER
DR. HAROLD C. UREY, Nobel Launatc
FRANK: W. ABRAMS, former OWrmau.
S!andard Oil Company of N..,. Jersey
THURMAN W. ARNOLD.

Minneapolis Stu and Tn'"bune-

former Ambas.u:dor 1o NA'IO

Union Theological Semin:>Iy

former Amb:lSSador nnd Pcputy U.S. Rep..
to lhc United N11tiom:

Lobo Pboln by Tony Lonol.erbough

SCripps-Howard Newspapers
J,EWIS .L sntAUSS.
formerSccrda.tY of Commerce
CHARLES P. TAFT.
fonner M:t~r of Cinc:inuti

Bla.ck Display

WILLIAMIL VANDERBILL
!onncr Governor of J\hodc: hiJUld
G~

Brewing Company

lkitSS.~ . . ~·SC.I.IIh!t~a-of~f~~h~-.landbn!acmDI!:!ic(.or::IDr.pnlf~~IOO~Gf~OI'~(oOQbyb~tlcllnota!l.
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TO CHECK THE POPUlATION EXPLOSION
I «JCAMPAIGN
EAST
STRE£T
I NI'WYORK,N.Y.10017
PHONEd212)9!J6.6469
0 PJeosc !iiCnd me more infom'lotion
I and tell me ~ow I <an help.
10 Please send me-free reprints of this ad.
~2ND

~~tJLAnoN BOMB
I<EEPS ncKtNG

I
I
I
5-2 1

1I NAM

I

ADDR
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TESOL Meeting

A meeting to plan the organization of a :New Mexico affiliate of
Teachers of English to. Speakers
of Other Languages (TESOL)
will be held Thursday, March 20
at 7:30 p.m. in Education 201.
All persons interested in teach4)
FOR RENT
ing English to speakers of other
UNM. ST1JDSNT8-PARK WlTit US-languages or bi-lingual eduaction
Modem acconunoclof:iolls with & large
parking lot. 2(3-.2881.
programs are invited to attend.
Dr. Bernard Spolsky said New
1)
MISCELLANEOUS
Mexico
may become the first state
W AN'TEI): Two motorcycle belmeta, one
with an affiliate of the national
large, one small. Pb<>ne Grant Harvey at
277•1102 after 5:30 p.%11. Als<> would lik"
organization.
used motoc;vcle trailer.

2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French fries &. Toast

ONLY49c
Eat in our large dining room

or take it

As cmployeno go, 'vc o:re still fairly yotlllll'-34 next At~gUSj;.
Many employe<s bnve been with tJ8 $lnce our beginning. Some
of ti1C11e employe<s OCCUPY our moot rcsi)Onsible I)OSitioll$ and
willbo retiring in the next f~w yearl!.
We have a tnlent seArch on for new employees ••• enn trust: .
Trmf; With our reptJinti<>n for eonsidcrato,
:nsponsivc public service;
Tnld With dedsiono that personally arrect
tbc JiveS o( 24 m!Rion bcneficlo:ries:
Trmf; with the rczi)Onsibillti"" that go with
admini•tering n 24. billion dolfnl; per year program,

Si!'rD up in tbe Phlcentent Office now for interviews on Frid,Y,
March 14. Find <>Ut about out' lTnining programs, stnrling
sn!nrics of $6,981 (whiclt g() to $8,4.62 in a yc!U'),
promotional opporlunili<"S, cte..

All maSon! including Liberti! Arts and bi-lingurtl
students intlted.

home

2400 Central SE Across From Campus

We'll Have Your Or~er Ready-con 242-7340
Don't Forget
E11ery Sat. &. Suo.. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25
'

To Unauthorized Parkers

Church Gives Warning
By ART THOMAS
The Central MQthodist Church
on Pine St. NE is threatening to
tow away the cars of student
tenants at an apartment building
surrounded by church property
there.
The church has bought all the
land surrounding the modern
four-unit apartment building accross Central from Okie's and
north of Galles' car lot. Tenants
of the apartment recently received a brief letter informing them
that their cars will be towed away
at owner's expense if they continue to park on church vroperty.
Parking space is provided by
the landlord, as required by law,
but because the space is awkward
to enter, tenants usually park in
.front and in back of the apart-

ment building, on land that legally not tell the tenants to remove
their cars it (the church) would
belongs to the church.
C. B. Tafoya, owner of the be left open for liability. Corey
apartment building, says that the said that liability is remote, and
church has been trying to get him that the church will want the
to -sell his property for the last land eventually but does not need
two years, but has recently been it now.
Refuses to Sell
increasing pressure through vari''The
church
plans to expand
ous legal tactics. These included
an offer of ~5,000 :for the land, on the land north of the apartfollowed, after Tafoya's refusal, ment eventually," said Tafoya,
by a notice that the church will "and they've told me they will
withdraw all offers to him. "This build high walls around their site,
is apparently an attempt to force ' which would supposedly reduce
the value of my property." Tafoya
a decision," Tafoya said.
refuses
to sell.
Horace McKay, chairman of the
The
land
west of Pine St. NE,
board of trustees for the church,
adjoining
the
church, has been
and J. Ernest Corey, church attorney, explained the actions of leased for parking to UNM dur~
ing school days, but the lease
the church.
does
not formally extend east of
McKay said that the church
Pine.
Campus police consider the
does not need the apartment property, but that if the church did property on both sides of Pine to
be under the lease, hut this arrangement only depends on the
church's continued cooperation.
Tenants with student parking
permits are permitted to park
next to the church all day Monday
through Friday but are not allowed to park in front of their apartments.

Senate Proposes
AU-U Policy Body

-

-Every Wed. & Thur. 9 A.M. 'io 12 P.M.

The Black Student Union, becoming more adive at UNM and on
other campuses around the nation. is sponsoring this display in the
showcase located in the main lobby of the Union. The display features
books by black authors arul pictures of black leaders.

ROBERT G. WEHLE. "j'n:asurer,

Czechoslovakia Talk

Fried Chicken Special

Lack of~ ,,~,~~~est
Could Threaten
Evaluation Day,

aiready spent on om Food for Peace
Progrnm.)
There's a lot at stake. Not only the
Jives of the starving people of the
world. But our liyes. And the Jives of
our children. A hungry world can
never be a peaceful world.
Take a few minutes to wire, write
or telephone anyone in Washington
you think might be helpful. Ur~e ~e
speeding up 1;1[ Government action m
the population emergency. And write
us for more information and ideas on
bow you can help.
We must act now. The longer we
wait, the more people will die from
starvation. That's something to think
about over dinner tonight.

Professor Dan Jacobs, currently a visiting scholar at the University of California at Berkeley,
will give a lecture Monday, March
17 on "The Soviet Union in Czechoslovakia: Case Study in the Politics of Frustration.'' The lecture
will be held in the Union theater
at 8 p.m.
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While you're eating dinner tonight,
417people will die from starvation.

Benefit Recital
A benefit recital to help raise
money needed to replace a cello
stolen from a member of the ensemble will be presented on Monday, March 17, by thirty ceJlists.
The recital will feature as soloist John Smith, the student whose
uninsured cello was taken while he
was setting up for an orchestra
concert.
Adult admission for the recital
at 8:15p.m. in the Recital Hall is
$1. Students will be admitted free
but may contribute to help buy
the new cello. All proceeds will be
used for that purpose.

EX ICO

Social Security Administration

A University policy-making the plan :will be in worldng order
body composed of an equal num- by January or June, 1970.
A bill requesting that UNM
ber of students 1 faculty, and administrators was ptoposed by As- sever Western Athletic Confersociated Students Vice President ence relations with Brigham
Ron Curry and Senator Terry Cal- Young University until racial disvani last night at the Student crimination there is eliminated
was also introduced last night.
· Senate meeting.
Curry and Calvani requested The bill has been referred to the
that Senate submit ideas and sug- Steering Committee for further
gestions :for their administrative consideration.
reform proposal.
BSU Petition
The. plan, if implemented, would
About
20
members of the Black
institute a iederalistic system.
Student
Union
(BSU) presented
The president of the University
a
petition
signed
by 1054 persons
would head the organization. He
supporting
severing
WAC relawould be followed by a board
tions
with
'SYU.
Joe
Long said
composed of 9-15 students; :faculty
there
are
eight
African
students
members and administrators. Beand
four
or
five
blacks
presently
low this block would be separate
divisions of all students 1 faculty attending BYU.
Petitions will be available ]!.'[onmembets and administrators at
day,
March 17 for Student Senate
UNM.
candid.ntes.
These must be signed
Committee on the University
and
retur'lled
to the Union by
Cnl'ry said he plans to submit
Wednesday,
April
2.
the proposal to the Committee on
Shortly after the Senate meetthe University for consideration.
''The most important feature is ing, The Lobo received a report
equal representation blockwise in from Curry that a rock thrown
one body/' Curry said. He em· through a window in the Desert
phasized that the body could tnake Itoom following the meeting left
policy as well as act in an advis- a four or five inch hole in the
ory capacity. Curry said he hopes window.

Concern about possible low student participation during UNM's
April15 Teaching Evaluation Day
again was expressed last night by
members of the ad hoc Committee
on the Improvement of Instruction. The committee met last
night in the Administration Building.
Louise Bazan, AWS president
and a committee member, said,
"Students will be the least enthusiastic participants. We should
get as many minority groups as
possible, such as the Black Student Union (BSU) and the the
United Mexican-American Students (UMAS), involved in the
project."
"The apathetic student just isn't
going to come," said Tony Bull,
chairman of the Student Affairs
Committee and a member of the
ad hoc committee.
Personal Invitations
Many persons at the meeting
agreed that a "personal invitation
approach" would be the best way
of bartdling this problem.
"If students don't respond the
faculty is going to be very turned-off," said Sidney Rosenblum,
associate professof o£ psychology,
one of the committee's co-chairmen. "We're not going to be too
impressed if several months after
the day some students come forth
with bitches.''
Want Response
"We don't want to end up talk·
ing to ourselves," said John Dettre, an assistant professor in the
College of Education.
Richard Elliott, president of
the Graduate Student Council and
committee member, felt that a
public statement that the committee seriously intends "immediate
follow-up" would stimulate student participation.
Charles Beckel, physics associate professor and committee cochairn:lan, said, "There is nothing that we can promise now that
would ~<mvince anybody we're
serious. The only thing that will
convince anybody is action by next
fall at the latest."
N1>t All Responses Good
Beckel said response to the

project from colleges and departments at UNM has been affirmative with the possible exception of the colleges of Fine Arts
and Bus in e s s Administration.
"The College of Fine Arts has
given us a definite maybe," said
Beckel.
The Teaching Evaluation Day
will begin at 9 a.m. with a brief
address by President Ferrel
Heady. "His address will be substantive but will not go into much
detail regarding what is to be
discussed because this would subvert the whole purpose of the
day," Beckel said.
~
Entrance Requirements
Committee member Keith Auger
said, ''One of the big questions
that is going to come up is the
lowering of entrance requirements at UNM so as to get more
minority students into the system."
The problem of allowing outside observers to participate in
the program was discussed. The
committee has decided not to extend any formal invitations to
outside groups because it feels
tbat this is an "in-house activity."
George Springer, dean of the
graduate school, has asked the
committee to include in one of
the sessions a discussion of
teaching assistants at UNM.

Students Favor
Changing Law
A recent UNM survey showed
students favor giving the vote to
18 or 19-year-olds, and allowing
18 and 21-year-olds to drink 3.2
beer.
Results of the survey indicate
a 50/50 division of student opinion on the question of free tuition.
Voting statistics were as follows:
• Should 18-year-olds have the
right to vote? 303, Yes, 138 No.
• Should 19-year-olds have the
right to vote? 323 Yes, 98 No.
• Should 18 to 21-year-olds be
allowed to drink 3.2 beer in establishments licensed or limited'
for this purpose? 399 Yes, 45 No.

Lobo Pholn by Gmnt llart'ey

Junk Pile

I

Campus beautification has reached an obstacle in the form of this
growing pile of twentieth century cast-offs. Mattresses, porcelain
sinks, and corroded water pipes are a small sample of the variety of
junk piled high beside the dirt road leading to the UNM medical school.
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